
Our year 9 football team in wet horrible conditions 

had an early chance to 

put behind them the  

disappointment of the previous English Schools Cup defeat with a trip to 

Bradford Academy for a league encounter. A another tough game was on the 

cards as Bradford are a strong fast team and use their 3G pitch to good  

effect as we knew from last season. With this mind a slight change was 

made to the formation as we lined up 4132 tonight to try and nullify their 

midfield and restrict their long shots, which 

ultimately had cost us in the past. This 

worked really well and SBSJ new midfield trio 

of Jamie Summersgill, Gaudric Totap and 

Matteo Saccinto were well on top of their  

opponents for the majority of the match.  

It was a ball from midfield that released Jack 

Leach to tuck away the first goal midway 

through the first half for a 1-0 lead. Bradford 

were not really in the game however after a 

rare attack SBSJ failed to clear and gave a away a free kick on the edge of 

the box which the Bradford player duly found the top corner with for 1-1. 

The boys didn't let this set back upset them and straight from the kick off 

broke down the left wing where Jack Leach put in a fantastic cross for  

Isa Khan to put us back in the lead and a deserved 2-1 lead at half time.    

 

With the half time team talk all about keeping the game tight for the next 

10 minutes it was a pleasant surprise when substitute Kace Rose-Green 

managed to beat 2 defenders in the box and finish coolly into the corner, 

this giving the team a bit of breathing space and a 3-1 lead!! Unfortunately this seemed to spark Bradford 

into life and all of a sudden they started wave after wave of attacks pulling one back with a lucky shot. 

Then with in a few minutes they managed to get the equaliser to make the score line 3-3!  

 

Now at this point in the past the lads may have crumbled under the pressure but tonight was different 

and there was a determination to see this game through. The winning goal came with 5 minutes to go 

when Isa Khan found space on the right wing. Instead of looking to cross though he headed straight for 

goal beat his defender and slotted the ball underneath the goalkeeper! What scenes as all the players  

celebrated together! 

For me that was the best performance this team has put on since I've had the pleasure of managing 

them, the determination to win this was evident throughout the whole game and I was so pleased for 

them all at the end!   

 

For our 

of competing for the league so to come back this year and  

win 1-0 was a massive achievement for the boys and shows how far they come in less than  

12 months. Both teams started the game brightly and were passing the ball around 

Grange's 4G pitch with confidence without really threatening either goal. Only half 

chances from Jack Leach and Gaudric Totap were notable in the first half as both  

defences were well on top of the game, Gabriel Steel been the pick of our  

defenders, with some astute interceptions and great link up play with the midfield.    
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Needless to say the lads and I are really gut-

ted. The 3rd time out of 5 cracks at this cup 

that we have lost in a penalty shootout.  

King James were a really strong side and 

played some excellent football throughout the 

game. However, if I am honest, I thought we 

were the team that deserved to  progress. We 

found ourselves 0-2 down early in the 1st half. Two errors from a usual solid and reliable  

performer had gifted our  opponents two goals. However, I am really proud of the way we kept 

our shape and stuck to our game plan, which allowed us to take the game to penalties.  

Skipper Stefan Giangregorio scores with a sweet strike after an in-swinging corner led to a goal 

mouth scramble. At 1-2, we continued to press well when out of procession, this leading to two 

guilt edge chances that were wasted. When substitute Khiarul Amin  

produced a wonder strike, bound for the top corner, only to be tipped wide by their  

impressive keeper, we all feared that the game may be beyond us. However, with 5 minutes left 

to play, Theo Cokewright levelled the game, producing a fine solo run, beating two players and 

finishing well, low and hard, to the far bottom corner.  

The game went straight to a shoot out due to bad light. I feel we were the side that would have 

gone on to win the game had their been more time left to play. However, we were beaten by a 

side that took 5 excellent spot kicks. Well done to the lads that stepped up to take 

ours. 4 excellently executed penalty kicks and one just missing the top corner by 

an inch.  

Round 3 of the Yorkshire cup beckons, with an away trip to Garforth in a few 

weeks.    

 

During half time the team talk was based 

around attitude and desire and I made it 

clear that the winner of the game would be 

the one who wanted it more. The lads responded to this message and from the kick off went all 

out for the  opening goal. Good chances fell to Isa Khan who was using his pace to good effect 

to get behind their  defence only to find the side net on a couple of occasion, Kace Rose Green 

who started cutting in from the left wing and firing shots at goal and Jack Leach who came the 

closest after a mazy run in the box and hit the outside of the post with the goalie beaten!   

The decisive and winning goal came with 15 minutes to go when the ball found Adam  

Terrelonge on the wing, he beat his marker and as he attempted to dribble past the next Grange 

player was tripped just  inside the 18 yard box for a penalty. this was was coolly put away 

by Matteo Saccinto for 1-0 and his first goal for the team!! The last 15 minutes were now all 

about protecting the lead as Grange started to throw everything at our defence and this was 

where goalkeeper Owen Rawson came into his own. Up to this point he had had a quiet game, 

but he pulled off at least 3 or 4 outstanding saves to help SBSJ see out the game and help secure 

an important win and keep this seasons 100% league record intact.  

Another pleasing performance and the in last 2 games we have now beaten both the winners 

and runners up of last years competition, so confidence is high as we enter the second half of 

the season!! 
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Wednesday evening saw SBSJ play in the 

second round of the West Yorkshire 

Schools Cup against Holmfirth High 

School Huddersfield.  

The game started with at a real pace with both teams playing a very expansive and 

sometimes dangerous game which led to SBSJ conceding first with the Holmfirth number 

10 scoring from distance. Holmfirth then went further into the lead with another long 

range effort that snuck into the bottom corner past Aponowicz in goal.  

SBSJ then restored some parity when Mangulabnan raced past the 

Holmfirth defence to open the scoring only after two world class saves 

from the best year 8 keeper I have  ever seen! Holmfirth then restored 

their two goal advantaged with another long range effort and then  

increased it further to 4-1 going into the break.  

SBSJ looked crest fallen after 2 wins on the bounce and Mr King really had 

to earn his money in the half time team talk.  

In the second half SBSJ took the initiative and put Holmfirth under a lot of pressure right 

from the whistle. This resulted in a number of free kicks around the box which led to 

the second goal. Complaints from the Holmfirth players were brushed away by the  

referee and the goal stood. Kirton with the finish. 4-2 

SBSJ then looked on a role with the ball being slide through for Mangulabnan who duly 

applied the finish to pull the game back to 4-3. SBSJ increased the pressure and this was 

telling as they drove down the right and with a lovely first touch and volley past the 

keeper. Taking the game to extra time and 4-4.  

5 minutes each way of extra time followed and SBSJ took the game to Holmfirth and  

after a series of corners and another world class save from the goal keeper  

Mangulabnan smashed the ball home making it 5-4. SBSJ then held on for the victory 

much to the delight of the huge home support of 11.  

MOM - Mangulabnan for his captain’s performance, hat trick and tireless effort  

throughout the game.   

This can be found on our website 

http://sbsj.co.uk/google-calendar 

The year 9’s made a cracking start to 

their season with two impressive wins. 

Some excellent play saw them achieve: 
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Wednesday 01st November 2017 saw 

the under 15 'mixed' Water Polo team 

take on Bradford Grammar School's  

under 16 Boys team. The under 15's 

are currently preparing for their first round of the English Schools Championships which 

is at the end of the month and this was a good opportunity for the team to play in a full 

size pool. Something we are very grateful for our neighbours to invite us and host the 

match. 

 - 3  Bradford Grammar School U16's 

Joint Player of the Match - and  

This is a good start for the under 15 team which fills us with confidence  

for the weeks ahead. Before the match the team were given a set way in which we  

wanted to play and with not having had chance to practice in training just yet I was very 

impressed with how we tried to implement these tactics for the first time. 

Even though we only had 3 goal scorers today it truly was a team  

performance from start to finish and even though we scored quite a  

number of goals it was the organisation in defence that was key.  

Defensive players such as ,  and  may feel they 

get overlooked in performances such as these, but for me they are the most important 

players as they give us the base to push forward in attack. Equally the wide players in 

, , ,  and  

 were key in the way we set out today. They constantly swam up and 

down the pool meaning we always had an outlet who could then feed the ball into the 

centre to our 3 goal scorers in  (6 goals),  

 (5 goals) and even  (2 goals) driving from the back. 

Thank you for  who is injured at the moment for coming and helping me 

and his team, which shows great attitude and team spirit. Something we are never short 

of in any of our Water Polo squads. 

Bradford Grammar School to their credit kept going all the way through the match with 

goal keeper  recording 10 saves to his name. The opposition did  

manage to score 3 goals themselves which could have been avoided and the team now 

know what we can do differently if the same situations arise again in our upcoming 

matches. 

Well done to all involved, now that the team will begin their training this week who 

knows how far we can go. The under 15's next match is in 2 weeks’ time in a triangle 

cup tournament with ourselves, Bradford Grammar School and Manchester Grammar 

School.  

Finally we would like to congratulate Mr Matthew Wright on his  

recent  selection to become the assistant coach for this years  

English Schools U17 Boys Water Polo team. Mathew spent the  

recent  October half term doing just that in Malta.  

 

You can read all about how Matthew got on in Malta and 

what he had to say about his experience. 
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